Senior Prom Queen semifinalists announced

Linda Faithful - Chamberlain - Tom Seiling - SN

Jane Goodwin - Northeastern - Luis Restrepo - Bexley

Nancy Sullivan - Wellesley - Ralph Cole - SN

Lynn McClure - MIT - Carl Rodoni - Baker

Barbara Siebert - BU - Mike Titelman - SPE

The JP '68 Committee has announced that while the count for the six finalists was extremely close, the separation between them and the rest of the field was so clear as to make their selection the obvious choice.

University, date of Mike Titelman (SPE); Nancy Sullivan, from Wellesley College, date of Ralph Cole (OC); and Linda Zammarchi, from Emmanuel College, date of Bruce Haverberg (TDC).

By Ed Chaffee

Job available

Undergrad with car to contact all college organizations and show free films on sports-travel-careers etc. Projector & screen supplied no selling; earn $2.00 to $4.00 per hour contact Gus Bell 914-245-5921

Earn your master's degree or PhD while you work

At Motorola in colorful Phoenix

Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an opportunity to advance his career and education concurrently. Work and achieve a Master's or PhD degree in an environment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.

The engineering training program

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Physics with a B average or better. While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State University each trainee is placed in a rotational program covering four engineering activities at Motorola.

The marketing training program

Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering, Physics with a B average or better. Marketing trainees may work on an MBA, MS or PhD degree. Rotational assignments are in the marketing area.

Direct placement at all degree levels for:

- Electrical Engineers
- Organic & Physical Chemists
- Physicists
- Chemical Engineers
- Metallurgists
- Research and Development, Quality Control, Marketing, and Production.

If you are ineligible for an interview at this time, please write directly to: Director of College Relations, Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Division, 1000 East McDowell, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.